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Abstract

In this paper a cross media analysis scheme for the se-

mantic interpretation of compound documents is presented.

It is essentially a late-fusion mechanism that operates on

top of single-media extractors output and it’s main nov-

elty relies on using the evidence extracted from heteroge-

neous media sources to perform probabilistic inference on

a bayesian network that incorporates knowledge about the

domain. Experiments performed on a set of 54 compound

documents showed that the proposed scheme is able to ex-

ploit the existing cross media relations and achieve perfor-

mance improvements.

1 Introduction

Cross media analysis is an approach that seeks to en-

hance multimedia interpretation by simultaneously exploit-

ing evidence extracted across media. This type of analysis

is motivated by the fact that information carried by differ-

ent communication channels (e.g., visual, textual, audio) is

important for a user to fully comprehend the intended mean-

ing. Although, such an approach can be viewed as a fusion

problem with different levels of abstraction (e.g., feature

level and result level [1]), additional issues exist. These is-

sues are of limited interest for typical fusion algorithms and

usually depend on the nature of the analyzed resource, such

as how to decide which modalities to correlate (e.g., based

on spatial proximity, temporal co-occurrence) or how to in-

corporate cross media features into the analysis process.

In this paper, we focus on compound documents which

are multimedia resources represented in various format

types including Portable Document Format, Microsoft

Word Document, Open Document Format, Microsoft Pow-

erPoint Presentation, that are being massively generated

and exchanged as a result of several knowledge manage-

ment activities. Our goal is to develop a late-fusion scheme

that uses probabilistic inference and domain knowledge to

meaningful combine the effect of cross media evidence.

Related work in this field can be divided in methods that

try to exploit cross media relations at the feature level and

the ones operating on the result level. In the first case, math-

ematical transformations are employed to determine a space

where features extracted from heterogeneous sources (vi-

sual, audio, text) can be optimally combined. The work

presented by Magalhães and Rüger [2] is an indicative ex-

ample of this category where information theory and a max-

imum entropy model are utilized to integrate heterogeneous

data into a unique feature space. In [3] Wu et al. work

on the same direction by introducing a method that initially

finds statistical independent modalities from raw features

and subsequently applies super-kernel fusion to determine

their optimal combination. The linear correlation model

is used in [4] by Li et al. for investigating different cross

modal associations and a new method, that treats features

from different modalities as independent subsets, is pre-

sented.

In the second case, sophisticated late-fusion mechanisms

are employed for improving the accuracy of multimedia un-

derstanding as in [5], where Naphade and Huang propose a

semantic video indexing, filtering and retrieval scheme. It

is based on generic models representing semantic concepts

and uses bayesian networks for fusing features extracted

from heterogeneous sources. In the same direction Snoek et

al. [6] use an authoring driven approach for semantic multi-

media indexing, by combining the notions of content, style

and context. Text, visual and audio features are concate-

nated into a single feature vector and the best analysis path

is learned, on a per concept basis. Adams et al. in [7] use
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Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM), Hidden Markov Models

(HMM) and Support Vector Machines (SVMs) for model-

ing the so-called atomic semantic concepts based on their

visual, audio and text features. Subsequently, bayesian net-

works are used in a late-fusion setting to model high level

concepts and perform semantic multimedia indexing using

visual, audio and text cues.

The work presented in this paper is essentially a late fu-

sion method and its main contribution concentrates on in-

vestigating the combination of ontologies with probabilistic

inference mechanisms for consistently fusing the evidence

extracted across different media types.

2 Framework description

2.1 Cross media analysis scheme

The proposed scheme can be viewed as a cross media

one-class classifier of compound media resources. It uses

domain knowledge and probabilistic inference for fusing

the detection results of single-media extractors and decides

positively if the resulting confidence degree is relatively

high. Ontologies are used to express domain knowledge

and conditional probabilities are employed to capture con-

textual information, in terms of quantifiable causality re-

lations. All the above are integrated into a Bayesian Net-

work (BN) using the methodology of [8]. During the anal-

ysis phase, visual and textual evidence obtained by apply-

ing single-media extractors on different types of media ele-

ments, are used to perform inference on the BN. Eventually,

the proposed scheme verifies or rejects a hypothesis made

about the semantic content of the analyzed resource based

on the fused output of the BN. In this way, we benefit both

from ontologies, that are used to identify the relations be-

tween concepts, and probabilistic methods, that are able to

quantify and propagate the causality of these relations.

The tasks carried out by our framework are a) adopting

a dismantling methodology for handling the compound me-

dia resources, b) independently applying textual and visual

analysis on the dismantled elements for extracting single-

media evidence, c) fusing the single media evidence by per-

forming probabilistic inference on a BN that incorporates

domain knowledge and eventually d) decide about the se-

mantic content of the analyzed resource based on the likeli-

hood of the BN root node. Fig. 1 demonstrates the func-

tional relations between the components of the proposed

framework.

2.2 Compound documents dismantling &
elements synchronization

Typically, compound documents are multimedia docu-

ments that incorporate more that one types of media ele-
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Figure 1. Cross media analysis framework

ments in the same digital resource. OpenDocument, Mi-

crosoft Office’s documents, PDF, web pages are indica-

tive representation formats of such documents where visual

and textual elements co-exist. Apart from visual and tex-

tual information, these documents carry additional features

that originate from the document layout, such as the spa-

tial proximity of two information elements (e.g., caption

near an image frame) and have a major effect on the con-

tent essence. These features although very important for

human perception, are difficult for knowledge extraction al-

gorithms to encode and exploit. Specifically, the wide va-

riety of layouts that a document editor is likely to use for

expressing the intended meaning, makes it difficult for au-

tomated systems to consistently model them and make them

available for cross media analysis.

All the above, makes the existence of a dismantling

mechanism an important prerequisite for cross media anal-

ysis. This mechanism will be able to disassemble a com-

pound document to its constituent parts and decide which

of these elements should be considered simultaneously by

the fusion process. Assuming a certain layout for the ana-

lyzed documents we admit that a different topic is covered

in each document page and disregard cases where more that

one topics exist in the same page. Thus, all media elements

of the same document page are considered to be conceptu-

ally related. Given this assumption, we analyze a document

on a per page basis by fusing the output of single-media

extractors that are independently applied on the media ele-

ments residing on the same page.

2.3 Single-media analysis modules

The process of probabilistic inference is triggered by the

visual and textual evidence obtained from single-media ex-

tractors. The purpose of this section is to provide some im-

plementation details on their functionality. At this point it

is important to note that although the described framework

involves only images and text, it could be seamlessly used

to fuse evidence originating from other types of media (e.g.,

video, audio), provided that the corresponding single media

extractors are available.
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2.3.1 Visual analysis

The source of visual evidence is a global image classi-

fier and four local-based concept detectors. The reason

for employing both global and local concept detectors was

to exploit visual evidence extracted in different levels of

granularity. The global classifier is based on the MPEG-

7 EdgeHistogram descriptor [9], and uses Support Vector

Machines (SVM) for learning the classification model. The

local concept detectors are based on the Viola and Jones de-

tection framework [10] that uses Haar-like features to repre-

sent the visual information and the AdaBoost algorithm to

train the detector. By using integral images, each Haar-like

feature is computed in constant time, which results in an ex-

tremely fast overall detection process, despite the fact that

for each concept, a detector scans images in every possible

position and scale. The AdaBoost training algorithm se-

lects the Haar-features from a pool of 100,000 features that

best describe the depicted concept. Computational time is

further reduced by the use of several low precision, fast de-

tectors connected in a cascade, instead of one high precision

and slow detector. The output of the global classifier is a bi-

nary value indicating the absence or presence of a concept,

while the local classifiers also output the exact location and

scale of the detected concepts, as demonstrated in Fig. 5.

2.3.2 Textual analysis

For obtaining textual evidence, custom modules are em-

ployed to analyze textual descriptions. The functionality

of these modules consists of finding references to a spe-

cific concept, based on a look-up table containing differ-

ent linguistic expressions of this concept, as well as deriva-

tives, synonyms, etc. Regular expressions are used to facili-

tate this functionality and provides the cross media analysis

scheme with a binary value indicating the absence or pres-

ence of a concept.

2.4 Domain knowledge & probabilistic in-
ference

2.4.1 Ontologies

Ontologies have emerged as a powerful tool able to express

knowledge in different levels of granularity, handle the di-

versity of content essence and govern its semantics [11].

For the purposes of our work, we use OWL-DL in order to

express domain knowledge as a hierarchical structure KD

that associates domain concepts. Apart from ontologies,

other representation structures capable of equivalently re-

flecting human experience exist (e.g., conceptual graphs).

However, the use of ontologies was advocated by their wide

acceptance and appeal to the area of knowledge engineering

[11].

2.4.2 Bayesian Networks

The ability of Bayes’ theorem to compute the posterior

probability of a hypothesis by relating the conditional and

prior of two random variables and essentially update or re-

vise beliefs in light of new evidence, was the reason for

considering the use of bayesian networks for fusing cross

media evidence.

A Bayesian network is a directed acyclic graph whose

nodes represent variables and whose arcs encode the con-

ditional dependencies between them. Hence, a bayesian

network can be used to facilitate three dimensions of per-

ception: a) provide the means to store and utilize domain

knowledge KD, an operation that is served by the network

structure and prior probabilities, b) organize and make ac-

cessible information concerning the amount of influence

between evidence and hypotheses, which is supported by

the Conditional Probability Tables (CPTs) and c) allow the

propagation of evidence beliefs using message passing al-

gorithms, an action facilitated by the Bayes’ theorem. For

the purposes of our work we employed a methodology simi-

lar to [8] for determining the structure of a bayesian network

out of an OWL ontology. Concerning the network parame-

ters, Expectation Maximization was applied on observation

data for calculating the CPTs of all network nodes. Eventu-

ally the junction tree algorithm [12] was employed for per-

forming message passing belief propagation.

3 Experimental Study

3.1 Experimental platform

The domain selected for evaluating our framework was a

competitor analysis scenario as realized in Centro Ricerche

Fiat (CRF) (http://www.crf.it/). The goal of a competitor

analysis department is to constantly monitor the existent

competitors’ products, understand market trends and try to

anticipate customer needs. In a typical scenario the main

role is played by the person responsible for data acquisi-

tion. It’s role is to daily inspect a number of resources such

as WWW pages, car exhibitions, car magazines, etc, that

are likely to publish material of potential interest. Most of

these multimedia documents use both visual and textual de-

scriptions. The focus of our analysis was to evaluate these

documents with respect to their interest for the car com-

ponents ergonomic design. Therefore, we worked under

the assumption that a document will be worth considering

by the competitor analysis department if it contains infor-

mation talking about the design and ergonomic features of

car components. This fact motivated the construction of a

classifier recognizing this type of content by evaluating ev-

idence extracted across media.

For the purposes of our evaluation a dataset of 54 pdf
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documents (containing≈ 200 pages) was provided by CRF,

that are primarily advertising brochures describing the char-

acteristics of new car models. Each pdf document was dis-

mantled into its visual and textual constituent parts using

xpdf library (http://www.foolabs.com/xpdf/). All media el-

ements extracted from the same page were kept together so

as not to loose any conceptual relations originating from the

document’s layout. The textual descriptions were gathered

in a single txt file while the visual representations were ex-

tracted to independent image files as depicted in Fig. 2.

Figure 2. Dismantling a document to its con-

stituent parts

CRF has developed a domain ontology that describes the

various processes carried out within the competitor analysis

department. However, due to its multi-functional purpose

this ontology was deemed inappropriate for our goals, since

what we are interested in are the concrete associations be-

tween the topic of car components ergonomic design and

any visual or textual cues that could potentially lead us to

the conclusion that a document page talks about this topic.

For this reason, we have developed in co-operation with

CRF a new lightweight ontology that is mostly concerned

with the concepts related to the ergonomic design of car

components, as show in Fig 3.

The ontology design process involved going through a

sufficient number of documents and identifying which key-

words and images are usually present when the page subject

is concerned with car components ergonomic design. The

purpose of this ontology was to establish qualitative asso-

ciations between the identified ontology concepts and indi-

cate which evidence provide support for which hypothesis.

Two different annotation efforts were carried out by hu-

man subjects for the purposes of our work. Since we have

decided to consider the pdf documents on a per page basis,

the first annotation effort was to manually inspect each of

the ≈ 200 document pages, and record in an annotation file

whether it is of interest for the car components ergonomic

design or not. This file was used as ground truth for mea-

suring the performance of our framework.

The second annotation effort aimed at generating a suf-

Figure 3. Domain ontology concepts

ficient number of observations for training the BN (i.e., es-

timate the dependencies between nodes). This annotation

task involved going through each document page and mark-

ing in an annotation file all “mentions”, textual or visual,

of the concepts belonging to the lightweight ontology. The

result of this annotation process was a file with ≈ 200 en-

tries, reflecting the frequency of co-occurrence between do-

main concepts. This file was utilized for estimating the prior

probabilities and calculating the CPTs of the BN depicted in

Fig. 4, generated from the lightweight ontology according

to Section 2.4.

Figure 4. Bayesian Network

3.2 Experiment design

The goal of our experimental study was to investigate

whether evidence gathered across media can actually im-

prove the performance of a compound document analysis

scheme, compared to the cases where evidence are derived

solely, from textual or visual elements.

In this context, four local classifiers trained to detect dif-

ferent car components, namely air ducts, steering wheels,

gear levers and car pedals and one global classifier iden-
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tifying the depicted car view, namely interior or exterior,

served as the information extraction modules for visual evi-

dence. The global classifier was trained on a set of 3500 im-

ages that was manually annotated, while the region classi-

fiers were trained on a dataset of 690 images of car interiors

that were also manually annotated in a region based manner.

On the other hand, for textual evidence, 18 custom modules

were employed to analyze the textual descriptions of each

page using Table 1 as look-up table, see Section 2.3.2.

Table 1. Look-up table used for textual analy-

sis

Concept Linguistic Expression

access access, accessibility, accessible, accessing

cabin cabin, compartment

design design, designed, designing

leisure leisure, relaxation, rest

comfort comfort, comfortable, comfortableness

easy easy, easiness, ease

enjoy enjoy, enjoyable, pleasure, joy

luxury luxury, luxurious, luxe, de luxe, deluxe

room room, space, spacious

tender tender, pulpy, peaty

ergonomic ergonomic, ergonomics, bioengineering , biotechnology

equipment equipment, instrument

innovative innovative, innovation, innovational, modern

usable usable, usability, useable, utilizable

adaptable adaptable, adaptive, adaption

control control, controlling

functional function, functional, functioning

practical practical

In this way, a single-media information extraction mod-

ule, producing binary output (i.e., presence or absence), was

attached to each network node of Fig. 4, expect of course

the CC ED node which is the one modeling the concept of

car components ergonomic design and determines the out-

put of the cross media classifier. The analysis process in-

volves applying all aforementioned information extraction

modules on the constituent parts of a document page and

according to their output, update the value of the corre-

sponding network nodes. Upon nodes update an inference

process is triggered that progressively modifies nodes like-

lihood, using message passing belief propagation. Even-

tually, the likelihood of CA ED node is compared against

a predefined threshold that determines the decision of our

framework. An illustration of this procedure is depicted in

Fig. 5.

The cross media classifier of Fig. 5 is capable of produc-

ing an output independently of the amount and origin of the

evidence injected into the network. When no evidence are

injected, the confidence degree of the fact that the analyzed

page is concerned with car components ergonomic design,

is equal to the frequency of appearance of such pages in

the training set (i.e., prior probability of CC ED node). As

evidence are injected into the network this degree modifies

according to the causality relations that have been learned
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Figure 5. Inference process illustration

from the BN. This property allows us to evaluate the perfor-

mance of the cross media classifier using evidence extracted

only from text, only from images, or both.

3.3 Results

Recall versus precision curves were utilized for evaluat-

ing the performance of our framework in testing all 200 doc-

ument pages. The threshold value of Fig. 5 was uniformly

scaled between [0,1] for drawing the evaluation curves de-

picted in Fig. 6. The x = y line (dotted line) has been also

drawn to give an indication of the point where a balanced

tradeoff between recall and precision is obtained.
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Figure 6. Performance evaluation curves

By inspecting the evaluation curves of Fig. 5 one can

verify that the configuration of the framework using cross

media evidence sufficiently outperforms the cases where

evidence originate exclusively from one media type. This
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leads us to the conclusion that a BN incorporating domain

knowledge and performing evidence-triggered probabilistic

inference, is an efficient late-fusion mechanism in terms of

exploiting the existing cross media relations. This is mainly

due to the ability of proposed framework to exploit domain

knowledge in a bayesian setting and for this reason, mean-

ingful evaluate the co-existence of evidence regardless of

their origin.

3.4 Discussion & future work

In this paper we show how an evidence driven probabilis-

tic inference framework that incorporates domain knowl-

edge, can be used to facilitate cross media analysis of com-

pound documents. Experiments showed that the proposed

scheme performs optimally when provided with cross me-

dia evidence, compared to the cases where these evidence

are derived solely from textual or visual elements. One im-

portant drawback of the aforementioned scheme is that it

needs a deep modeling of the context that requires a suffi-

ciently large amount of observations required for training

the BN and learning the true causality relations. Taking

into consideration that cross media annotation is an even

more tedious and difficult task than single media annota-

tion, the time and effort required to generate a sufficiently

large amount of reliable annotations could hinder the adop-

tion of such schemes in production systems.

Eventually, as future work, the incorporation of non-

crisp single media information extraction modules could

greatly boost the efficiency of the aforementioned scheme.

The fact that all evidence are injected into the network as

hard evidence (i.e., confidence equal to 100%) essentially

disregards the inherent capability of BN to meaningful han-

dle uncertainty. However, in this case, special care should

be given on the type of probability distribution followed by

each single media/modality extractor output. Investigating

normalization schemes that could alleviate the effect of such

cases is also included within our plans for future research.
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